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Lraders *rat have chosen to operate from this scarcity

paradigm tend to focus on lack, and blame their state on poor

market conditions, natural disasters, changes in government

legislation, or ofier external dilemmas. These leaders and their

organisations tend to be drawn toward the comfonable habit

ofworrying and tormenting about things outside their control,

on what they cant do, and waiting for condiuons beyond dreir

conuol to improve.

Every leader has the capaciry to choose whefier to

funcdon in a prosperity consciousness or srucity paradigm,

and in turn infuence their organisation. However, if the

orgnisation is to *rrive, provide real value and achieve its

vision and mision, leaders need to be operating fiom a

prosperiry consciousness ald must also have attention on

consciousness in all aspects ofthe organisadon (for a more in-

depth discussion ofconsciousness for CEOs and Bouds, see

Steven Bowman's anicles in the August and October 2004

issues).

Prosperiry consciousness is not just about possesions ald
money; it is about jofi expression of life, a sense of

expansivenes, a joy ofbeing and abundance in all things. The

person who embraces prosperity consciousness makes an

energetic choice to trust and envision that prosperiry is theirs.

This state ofconsciousness aiso calls lor an acceptance ofour

worthiness to receive wealth and abundance.

A scarcity puadigm can be defined as "a belfufin latk".k
is a set olatdrudes and beliefs and feelings and valua associated

with lack or fear of lack. For scarcity to show up in your life

you need to think it, believe it, and allow it. Srucity paradigms

consist of a belielin limitations, and almost always include

implanted feus that have been inherited (from parents usually)

or created duou$ erternal influences such as media and social

mores.

Lraders of not-for-profit organisations that have chosen

to function from a scarciry puadigm will often be heard to

say:

' \fle have no monq/
. We ue too small

. It is very hard to get funding

. 
'We are always doing more with les

. We cani afford q2....

. We dont have control

A srucity puadigm is not directly related to the amount

ofmoney one has. Rather, it is the relationship to that money

or to material possessions. People who operate based on a

scarcity puadigm dont just think things ue sruce; they are

actually living and existing from a condition ofscarcity

The three embedded beliefs that

create a scarcity paradigm
ls we develop our life experiences, we are constandy being

exposed to three beliefs that underpin the creation ol the

scarciq' puadigm. We in turn take these beliefs and embed

them into our psyche, unexamined and invisible.

Belief 1. Thne is not mough. Most people have a feu

or cenainry tiat tlere will not be enough, and someone has

to miss out. The messages of advertising and marketing

constandy locus on this belief. One of the most lecent

examples of "There is not enough" is the fear fiom a number

of charities that there will not be enou$ money to go uound

because of the outpouring of donations related to Tsunami

relief efibns globally.

Feu that there will not be enough is at the hean of the

breakdown in our relationship with money. One of the

common beliefs around money is that we dont have enough

of it, that there is not enough to go around. Most people

function fiom the cenainry that there will not be enough,

which is whywe are seeking security. We dont just tlink things

are scarce, we think ftom a condition of sruciry k's not just

that we believe things are sruce; we have a mindset or a fiame

of reference that no matter what's happening, there is not

enough.

Belief 2. h is hard" We ue constandy being rerqrinded

that all good *rings do not just happen, they are a resuit of
hud work. The common limitations that we create include

beliefs such x: "lf it was easJ, then eueryone would d.o itlhaue

it", nd "l"luhingwonhwhilt is ner eay'l \7e often hear within

the not-for-profit sector commen$ such as' nising sponsorship

is getttng hardri', "getting grants is gentng mue dffiruLt", "it is

hardq to gu pnpb to donate", "it is hardzr n get pnple n
uolunteer".

Bekef 3 , This is jast the way things are. This is probably

one of the most powerful beliefs, as it makes us not quation

the first nvo. This is the most invisible and pervasive ol the

beliefs, and takes away from us the abiliry to truly choose. This

has the power to turn us into victims or to blame all on

predeteimined destiny, rather than being individuals who have

the power to choose all.

Not-for-profit leaders create their realiq' and their

organisation's realiry exacdy as their beliefsystems and tiought

patterns are. These leaders can unwiningly create vuious

buriers that keep them and dreir orgarisations from having

abundance

Here are some simple tools tlat can assist in creating a

prosperiry consciousness within yourself and throughout your

not-for-profi t organisation.

1. Choose to change *re scarciq' puadigm belief system to

one that is in keeping widr prosperity consciousnes. You

can do this by reframing 180 degrees each ofthe beliefs:

- There is not enou$, becomes "Thae is an abundtnce"

- It is hard, becomes "lt has neuer been e,tsier"

* This is just the way things are, be comes 'Vhttt are the

infnite pwsibiktits"

2. Celebrate what you currendy have and what is right about

what you already have. Move away fiom a focus on what

is not right about your current situation, and embrace

what is right. Ak yourself the question "What is right

abour this that I am norgetingyr?" Q

Visit www.lifemastery.com.au for more articles, and

details on Steven and Chutisa Bowman.
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We have discovered, over decades

of experience with the not-for-
profit sector, that belief systems

about money, prosperity and
abundance, more than anything
else, hold back many not-for-profit
organisations from being
prosperous and successfirl. It is not
because the government has failed

to increase grants, not because

membership nurnbers are falling
not because of any other
limiations Jou have created or
have heard of. The lack of
prosperity in many not-for-profit
organisations is because leaders

have chosen belief systems about

money and resources that impose

severe limitations on the prosperity

of their organisation and create a

scarcity paradigm.
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